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Everything You Should Know
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What is Travel Therapy?
Travel therapy is a career option for physical therapists, occupational therapists, and
speech therapists who are looking for short-term contracts at facilities across the
country. Travel therapy jobs often range in length, with most contracts lasting 13 weeks.
Travel PTs, OTs, and SLPs along with therapy assistants can find therapy travel jobs in all
50 U.S. states at hospitals, inpatient and outpatient facilities, school systems, and home
health networks. Can you picture yourself taking your therapy career to the next level
with exciting new experiences all over the United States?

WHO

Who can be a Travel Therapist?
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Why do I want to be a Travel Therapist?

HOW

How do I get started?

Anyone can be a travel therapist, all you need is a sense of adventure, flexibility, and the
desire to provide high-quality care. We recommend PTs, OTs, and SLPs have at least
one year of experience before taking travel contracts, as travel therapy jobs require
a strong skill set and the ability to hit the ground running. Travel physical therapy and
travel occupational therapy professionals are in high demand. If you can jump into a new
position and adapt quickly, you will thrive in this role.

Why not? Travel therapists earn competitive pay and receive outstanding benefits
packages with free or low-cost housing. Then there’s the obvious perk – the travel!
Travel therapy professionals have the freedom to move to dream destinations, seeing
and experiencing the U.S. as few get to do.

Travel therapy jobs come with a unique set of requirements, but travel therapy
companies can help place you exactly where you would like to be. Once you determine
that travel therapy is the right career move for your lifestyle, reach out to a reputable
travel therapy company. You can earn more, travel more, and stress less with an
experienced travel therapy recruiter guiding you on your first travel therapy assignment.
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Want to learn more?

Click the chapters below to access our blogs that go into more
detail about each topic! You can also click the button below to
return to the interactive Travel Therapy Guide on our website.
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Ready to begin your Travel Therapy career?
Click below to search jobs or join the talent community for jobs and updates.
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